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KEY CONCEPTS

 Business ownership structures

 Business name

 Legal requirements and implications

 Agreements, permits and licences

 The protection of intellectual property

 Australian taxation principles and  
requirements

 GST requirements

 Pay As You Go tax system

 Business deductions

 Permits and restrictions impacting on a
business

 Operating a business from home

 Contract law

 Contract negotiation

 Risk management

 Insurance

COMPLY WITH REGULATORY, TAXATION 
AND INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS  

FOR THE MICRO BUSINESS
UNIT BSBSMB305

This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to source advice and 
specialist services to manage business compliance requirements. 
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Chapter 1:  The legal structure of your business

Sole trader: one 
who trades as 
an individual in 
business.

CHAPTER 1
THE LEGAL STRUCTURE OF  

YOUR BUSINESS

BUSINESS OWNERSHIP STRUCTURES

One of the important decisions you must make regarding your business is its legal structure. 
The most common types of business structure available in Australia include:

1. Sole proprietor/trader
2. Partnerships
3. Companies
4. Trusts.

Your choice of the most appropriate legal form of organisation for your business will depend 
upon factors such as:

• the size of the business
• the number of people involved
• the type of business
• the cost and difficulty of establishment
• taxation considerations – maximum economic rewards
• financial considerations, both present and future
• superannuation considerations
• management control and independence
• acceptability of government interference
• the need for additional skills
• exposure to risk/liability of individuals
• your own personal preference.

1. SOLE PROPRIETOR/TRADER

A sole trader is one who trades as an individual, without the use of a 
company structure or partners. The proprietor is the sole owner of the 
business and has complete control over it. Therefore, the individual 
bears the full responsibility for the actions of the business. This is the 
simplest form of business ownership and can be commenced with little 
financial outlay.

The sole trader can trade under their own name, or register a business name. However, 
registration of a business name does not make the sole trader a separate legal entity. The 
business belongs to the sole trader who is personally responsible in law. Registration under 
a business name has no legal implications other than to allow that individual to use and trade 
under that name.
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UNIT BSBSMB305

A distinguishing feature of the sole trader is the nature 
of any legal liability. While the sole proprietor retains 
the profits from the venture, the liabilities with regard 
to claims from creditors extend to private assets. No 
distinction is made between business assets and 
private assets.

The advantages and disadvantages of being a sole 
trader/proprietor are outlined in the table below.

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

 easy and low cost to set up  personal liability for all debts – can be sued and 
lose all your personal assets

 greater freedom from regulation  liability for taxation as an individual – need to pay 
provisional tax

 owner has direct control and authority over the 
business

 ownership of the business cannot be transferred 
to another individual

 wind-up process is simple and  
costs little

 pressure of having to make all the decisions and 
take on all the responsibilities

 all profits go to the owner  more difficult to raise finance

 minimum legal requirements  if you are sick or have an accident, there is no 
one to run the business

 no separate business tax return required

 no registration required if trading under own name

 maximum privacy, minimum government 
interference

SOLE PROPRIETOR/TRADER
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Chapter 2:  Legislation codes and regulatory requirements

Keeping up with the legal obligations of the micro business owner can be a complex and time-
consuming task. It is essential that you consult with your accountant, solicitor, or business 
adviser on an ongoing basis regarding your full range of duties and responsibilities. Further, 
membership of trade associations, business networks and professional bodies will assist you 
to remain informed regarding restrictions specific to your type of business. Figure 2.1 illustrates 
some of the many legal considerations, which may affect your micro business.

FIGURE 2.1: LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS WHICH MAY AFFECT ON YOUR BUSINESS
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Chapter 4:  Risk management

CHAPTER 4
RISK MANAGEMENT

Standards Australia defines risk as ‘the chance of 
something happening that will have an impact on 

objectives’. In operating a micro business, you are faced with 
many different kinds of risks – some internal such as staffing 
issues and technology breakdowns, and others external to the 
business such as natural disasters and economic downturns. 
Because these risks can affect your business operations, it 
is essential that you have a risk management plan in place, both to minimise the impact 
of unexpected incidents and recover from them to resume normal operations as quickly as 
possible.

Risk management involves a four step process as shown in the figure below.

Risk management: the 
process of identifying, 
assessing and treating risks 
that could potentially affect 
their business operations.

1

2

3

4

Undertake a review of 
each role, task, function 
and process in your 
business to identify 
potential risks.

Assess each identified 
risk by establishing the 
likelihood of it occurring 
and the consequences if 
it occurred.

Develop cost-effective 
options to deal with 
each risk – decide 
whether to avoid, 
reduce, transfer or 
accept it.

Regularly monitor 
and review to ensure 
the control measures 
are adequate and 
you have adequate 
insurance cover.
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